
 

Spring Transformation - Updating Lights Without 
Major Renovation 
This season, transform any space without major renovations to pre-existing light sources. 

Inspired by the ongoing need for lighting that delivers a powerful punch without costly 

installations, USAI Lighting is pushing the design boundaries by allowing architects and 

designers to do what once seemed impossible: paint with light, achieve perfect architectural 

alignment, improve indoor wellness, and much more.  

  

In perfect alignment. Whereas traditional downlight installations in regular and vector tiles 

require customized cut-outs for lighting fixtures, USAI Connect enables designers to get clean, 

pre-cut, factory-finished panels and suspension system components with LED downlights never 

before possible at the on-center ceiling grid intersection. 

  

Architects and designers can choose from a variety of popular ceiling panels and suspension 

systems available at Armstrong Ceilings and also select from several pre-existing lighting 

options from USAI Lighting, including True Zero Connect and SliverLED Connect, to use in 

conjunction with the USAI Connect system 
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A chip off the old block. The innovative, unique design of BeveLED BLOCK completely 

encloses surface-mounted junction boxes in concrete ceilings, creating beautiful modern spaces 

with high performance LED lighting. BeveLED BLOCK’s adaptive design allows for solid sides 

for ceilings with recessed conduits or side conduit cutout slots, so that integration with multiple 

conduit branches is easy and convenient.  
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A light switch. Simply switch out outdated, inefficient lighting to top performing, high 

sustainability LED illumination with BeveLED REFIT. Eliminating the need for messy and 

costly demolition or construction, BeveLED REFIT is designed to simply upgrade existing 

recessed halogen, incandescent, PAR lamps and compact fluorescent lighting using pre-existing 

installed light fixture trays and power sources.  
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